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After breaking my neck in a car wreck in 2016. Life changed drastically. I fought plenty of battles
along the way and developed plenty of skill. The most helpful skill was the power to change my
mindset. Which made every hardship a smooth sail.



My Own Worst Inner MeThe Mind Inside the WheelchairKassy JonesMy Own Worst Inner
MeThe Mind Inside the WheelchairCopyright © 2020 Kassy JonesAll rights reserved.My
Thanks to YouWe serve a God who can bring up mountains and create seas. Who breeds
soldiers, athletes, preachers, and teachers. You name it – he made it. He writes new stories
every day. He makes history and historians; legends and legacies. He gives love lessons, life
lessons, and plenty of tests. That is, if you listen to him, study what he teaches and apply it every
chance you get. There’s no way you can’t pass. He’s a healer and a mentor. The best therapist
out there. Yet we often forget he’s there. He’s one man that created all mankind. But at times, he
gets the least recognition. Only half of our time and investment. Most of all, we barely say
“thanks.” We say “please” to him all day. We make requests every second, but how often do we
stop and just say, ‘’Thank you for everything”? Just feeling blessed for a new day. Let’s try not to
get so wrapped up in what we have that we forget who made it possible. This isn’t about religion;
it’s about faith. Trust in God and yourself – that is the key to being rich in life. Why make a billion
dollars when you are pure gold? Your value is higher than you know. You have to know the
creator to find out.Thank you to The Most High.A Product of God’s MiraclesAs shown inThe
Book of GenesisToThe Book of Revelation“Trust in the Lord regardless of what you see and
hear.”-Every True Believer“With a sound mind and pure heart ask for forgiveness and
obedience.”-Everyone with FaithTable of contentsMy Own Worst Inner Me The Mind Inside
the Wheelchair Kassy Jones My Thanks to You Table of contents
Prologue Chapter 1 The Fall Before the Rise Chapter 2 Recovery &
Relocation Chapter 3 Home Is Where the Heart Is Chapter 4 Back to
The Basics About the Author Prologue‘’My only mindset is to keep my mind set.”-
Ka’Sandra JonesI began writing this in the midst of finding myself and fasting. Along the way I
found God, and his purpose for me became crystal clear. I was able to use my words, or should I
say, God-given gift. He wraps each of us differently and it’s all on purpose. No matter who you
are or what you go through, you have a gift. God makes absolutely no mistakes. If I hadn’t gone
through these tests in life, I could not give this testimony. Let’s take a walk through my mind. We
were made to be inspired by each other.Chapter 1The Fall Before the Rise‘’Lights, Camera,
Reality!”Imagine going to sleep in one body, then waking up in another one. Feeling out of place,
scared, nervous and anxious. Not knowing where to go, where you are, or what to do. Now,
imagine not being able to feel anything. Imagine being unable to move and feeling completely
stuck. Lying in the backseat of a car, waiting for rescue. The average person would panic.
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Robin Jones, “Amazing!. Everyone should read this book! Turning something that’s very hard to
deal with into something positive, plus finding your purpose while spreading the word of God is
one of the ultimate goals in life. You did what God sent us here to do. You’ve motivated me to dig
deeper for my purpose. I’m pretty sure this will help us all during this pandemic. I know He’s
smiling hard saying “Job well done!”I knows he’s about to shower even more blessings on you. I
love you with all my heart. My sister”

Jhane’ Kirksey, “GREAT READ!. I found myself lost in this book. Rear was glued to the chair. It
was so inspiring and it definitely taught me a little bit more about myself. Self-awareness, self-
reflection, and self-love is key and this book showed me that it’s time for me to stop playing with
me. Life is short, don’t waste it.”

Karolyn Dowdell, “MUST READ, I absolutely loved it . I absolutely loved this book and I
recommend anyone whose down on their faith to read this book because it shows that no matter
how shaken up things may be, just hold on, keep the faith, focus on God and your goalsthanks
cousin for such an amazing read”

Alex, “Nicely written. The choice of words bring you into the authors experience of the traumatic
event.  Real life story for real life inspiration.”

Allison, “Great Book!!!. The book was very inspirational and insightful. It’s an easy read but worth
it. Eagerly waiting for maybe another book from the author!!”

Dazjah, “   . Inspiring & relatable at the same time, it’s a great read and I can’t wait for more. ”

Paris Sky, “Highly recommend  . I love this book! I definitely recommend I read it in one setting!
Continue to be great!xoxo, sky”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Encouraging. I found the author through TikTok and decided to purchase
the book. It was a much needed read for encouragement during difficult periods in life. I’m glad I
purchased.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 19 people have provided feedback.
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